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Singapore Bicentennial Commemorative Note Pre-Order System
Monetary Authority of Singapore

Apply for the Singapore Bicentennial $20 Note

By 3 November 2019

Allocation
- If there are enough notes for everyone, you will get the

number you applied for. If demand exceeds the available notes,
you may not get the full number applied for.

- We will try to allocate at least one note to every applicant, with 
priority given to Pioneer and Merdeka Generation applicants. 

- If successful, you will be informed of the number of notes allocated
to you by SMS.

How to get the note

Early November 
2019 (for 2 weeks)

You can exchange for the notes after receiving SMS 
confirmation of your successful allocation. This can be done 
only at the bank branch specified in your online application. 

Exchange

For verification, please bring along your
NRIC or birth certificate.

From 16 September 
to 13 October 2019
(4 weeks) 1. NRIC 

2. Mobile Number

Application
Please have the following information on hand:

3. Preferred bank branch 
for exchange

Online application from now till 
13 October 2019 at go.gov.sg/mas

In June 2019, the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore (MAS) launched a new 
$20 currency note to commemorate 
Singapore’s bicentennial.

Demand for the commemorative note 
was unexpectedly strong, with all 2 million 
pieces exchanged by the public within one 
week of issuance. In view of the strong 
demand, MAS issued an additional 2 
million notes. 

To ensure that every Singaporean had the 
opportunity to obtain the commemorative 
note, MAS provided an online system 
for Singaporeans to place their order 
(no monetary deposit required) before 
the exchange of notes at the banks. The 
system allowed applicants to indicate the 
quantity they wanted (maximum 10) and 
the banks they would like to exchange 
the notes from. In the event of demand 
exceeding supply, the system was 
designed to  allocate the notes using an 
algorithm, with priority given to applicants 
of the Pioneer or Merdeka generations 
(those born in or before 1959).

Successful applicants were notified 
of their application outcome via SMS, 
avoiding long bank queues and excessive 
hoarding of notes. MAS distributed 
the actual quantity of notes required to 
each bank, enabling to plan for each 
branch to manage the note exchange 
for successful applicants. To ensure only 
successful applicants were eligible to 
exchange their allotted number of notes, 
the system also allowed bank staff to 
perform online verification and record the 
quantity exchanged.

The online pre-order system was 
developed on a free form builder tool 
developed by Singapore’s GovTech’s 
Data Science and Artificial Intelligence 
Capability Centre. All personal data 
collected during application were 
encrypted and stored in GovTech’s 
servers, accessible only by authorised 
MAS staff. Applicants were required to 
enter their unique national identity number 
for identification during exchange, mobile 
number for SMS notification of application 
status, desired number of notes, and the 
bank and branch to exchange the notes.

The system improved the distribution 
of the commemorative notes and the 
experience of the general public in the 
exchange. Banks were able to know the 
exact quantity of notes to be exchanged 
at their branches upfront and allocate 
resources to manage the exchange of 
notes. The online pre-order and exchange 
system improved efficiency when 
distributing the commemorative notes and 
ensured equity in the distribution process 
for applicants.

Hybrid Micro and Nanostructures
Nanotech Security Corp

Nanotech has developed an innovative 
process of using hybrid micro and 
nanostructures to create optically 
variable banknote security features.  

The platform consists of three 
categories of optical structure – micro-
structures, sub-wavelength plasmonic 
nanostructures, and a hybrid of the two. 

The company has invested around C$20 
million and a decade to develop the 
KolourOptik® technology platform, the 
products of which are customisable in 
terms of motion, 3D-depth and colour. 
The micro and nano-scale banknote 
structures are 10-20x thinner than 
lens-based optics, and are compatible 
with magnetics, overprint, and multiple 
application mediums such as stripes, 
threads and labels.

The innovation is based on tailored 
plasmonic nano-structure arrays, each 
exhibiting an independently unique 

structural colour, adjacently placed 
along the contours of a microstructure to 
form striking effects. Combining micro-
structures and nano-structures in this way 
creates a completely new optical platform 
for banknote security features with multi-
colour imagery, full parallax depth effects 
and moving animations that work in any 
lighting condition.

This process overcomes the limitations 
of superimposing multiple advanced 
features which increase thickness and/or 
increase the number of materials required, 
leading to greater manufacturing difficulty, 
lower yields, and ultimately higher cost of 
the note.

It does so by imposing novel combinatory 
features beyond typical single-function 
designs. The nano-scale structures result 
in a pattern resolution of 254,000 dpi 
(100nm ‘dots’) or higher, while yielding 
potential perceivable image resolutions as 
high as 25,400 ppi (pixel per micron), and 
a thickness of less than 5 microns.

These hybrid nano-scale structures are 
more efficient than traditional grating and 
lens-based optics, as low aspect ratios 
lead to mechanically robust structures in 
thinner material layers. 

They are also environmentally sustainable. 
No inks or harmful chemicals are 
required for production, all colours 
appear organically because of natural 
light manipulation by the hybrid nano-
structure combination. And the use of 
a single origination and thus a single 
embossed/cast film minimises the 
environmental impact.

Due to the complexity of the hybrid 
structures, expensive and highly advanced 
technologies in Class-100 cleanrooms 
and accessibility to such equipment 
are required for development, with the 
features requiring multi-stage electron 
beam lithography originations and 
specialty manufacturing processes. This 
complexity deters counterfeiting attempts, 
particularly as the equipment needed is 
not open for consumer applications. 

In summary, the pure plasmonic 
colour pixels patterned on ultra-thin 
microstructures create the thinnest, 
full colour 3D movement security 
stripes and threads and these are 
impossible to emulate with lenticular or 
holographic technologies.




